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Sir,
The experiences of Colomer et al, with a flexible combination
of local and central delivery of chemotherapy agreed at a local
level, are an encouraging example of a way forward in cancer
treatment provision to rural areas. We reported many agreed
priorities for cancer care in rural areas in our paper, of
which agreed multidisciplinary protocols for chemotherapy in
local areas was one (Stevenson et al, 2003). The abilities of
Colomer et al to reach agreements between three centres and
community hospitals are to be commended particularly in light
of the polarised views that we reported (despite taking care not
to exclude combinations of local and central delivery of
chemotherapy in the wordings we used and by further qualitative
analysis of opinions expressed during interviews). In Scotland, the
divergent views of practitioners caring for patients with cancer
are mirrored by those of patients (Bain et al, 2002), and appear
to be responsible for substantial variations in provision even
within rural locations (Smith and Campbell, 2004). This variation
in practice stems from a real lack of evidence about the
risks, benefits and costs of local chemotherapy provision, as well
as uncertainty about how to balance uncommon but potentially
serious risks against less easily measured effects on quality of
life. As ever, where there is genuine uncertainty about the
correct course of action, more research is needed. In the
meantime, locally agreed arrangements, like those achieved by
Colomer et al, could help to remove local inconsistencies, clarify
protocols for rural practitioners, and reduce the uncertainties felt
by many.
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